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' To all whom it may ooigoern: ‘ 

Be it knownthat-I, (Limo Essen, a subject 
of the King of Prussia. Emperor of Germany, . 
and s resident-0f Berlin, in the Kingdom of 

5 Prussis?n theGer'mun Empirmheve invent 
' ed a new and useful’lmprovexneut in’ Photo 
' graphic Proowses for the Reproduction of 

‘. Plastio Objects, of which the following is a 
full. clear, and exact description. ' 
My invention relates to improvements in 

photographic processes for producing plastic 
imitations or representations of objects of all 
kinds; and the purpose of my improvements 
isto obtain “onset of photographic plates or 

15 films which -'intsuperposition will so modify 
1 the light passing therethrough that all mod u 

, lotions oflyligljtt'other than those due to the 
dillereuces- in relief will he neutralizes. if, 
therefore, such a set of plates be copied on 
suitably-prepared gelatin and subsequently 
treated with water or other suitable suhstuncc. 
on exact imitation in relief of the object 
.photogrsphedwill be obtained. k ' . 

In carrying out my invention 1 photograph 
25 the ohjlect to he reprod uced, hereinafter called 

. the Morigiuul,” in slight graduated in the di 
rection of the axis of the lens ofpthe camera 

v anti in proportion to the relief oii ssicl object 
or parts'thereof and then repeal the expo 
sure on another plate or ?lm inhomogeneous 
light or in light graduated in inverse propor~ 
tion to the .relief of ‘said object. I then pre 
pure a'dispositive of one of ssicl'negutives, 
and this uis'positive end the other negative 
form the-‘iclesired set of-plstss. . ‘ 
' For the purpose of better explaining my 
invention Idescrihe the same-below with ref~ 
erence» to the‘ accompanying drawings, in 
which-1 ‘ ‘ l 

- Figure 1 shows the' direction of the illumi 
noting-rays of light with regard to the origi 
nal and so the camera. when photographing 
said original. the 'numerels l to 6 represent 
ing the graduation or ‘duration of the expo 
sure of the light. Fig. 2 isa perspeetiveview 
showing the position of the illuminating 
lamps when. photographing a bust to‘be reprol 

35 

45 

duced in pro?le relief. Fig. 3 shows a. perspeol . 
tive view of a. light-?lter used to graduate the 

50 light. Fig. 4: is a similar view of s light-til 

? other negative. 

' liquid. 

numerals 1 to 8., the letter or more 

ter adopted to graduate the light for illumi 
noting the original in zones. Fig. 5 is a. dis» , _ 
gram showing the distribution of light and 
shade in one of the negatives; Fig. 8., u. simi- ' 

' lar diagram representing the distribution of 55 
light and shade, in the seo'ond negative. X 
7 represents the distribution light not} 
shade obtained by suporposiug the negative 
shown in Fig.5 and the dispositlve oi‘ the 

Fig. 8 is s cliugr» . 
(a) the manner of illuminating the o Q: ~ 
sections, (?lizhe gelatin sections auger espou 
sion, and (c) the gelatin sections fastened tov 
a stepped support. while Fig. 9 represents 
another suitable manner of arranging the pro- 6 : 
jectiorrlempsv and camera. ’ ~v 

Assuming it is desired to procluc 
relief of e bust, I illuminate he~l 
of the letter with light ‘grades-i 
rection of the sxis of the it. outed in Fig. 1 by the p'srullel - 

numerals 1 to 6. I then photograph v 
a, Fig". 2, illuminated in this manner. the use ‘ 
minsting-lsmps b and photographic comers; occupying the position shown in Fig. lo ~75 
order to graduate the light of‘ the illuroi “'-< ' 
lug-lumps, I employ light-?lters. For t . 

present purpose the ?lter shown in suituble, which consists of a rectangular "is 
vessel divided into twotrisugguisr spurt!!! s 
by a diagonal well. one of whioh ?lled with‘ 
a colored: and the one Win "21 oolorless 

I do not limit. mysel”. however. to 
this particular 'meohunisin for grsalustingthe 
light, for obviously the some results may he 
accomplished in other ways without departing; 
from the spirit of my invention. , 
When the light is gretluutevl in such. ii men 

ner that theperts of the original .. 
the camera so less villuniinzuieélthl 
removeul ports, as indicated in li‘i 

illuminated parts will exercise a- strougser use, 
tinic action "on the photo}; iphic piste the less removed partsT‘FQr example. thug-5 
poiutf, Fig. l‘, of the original will appear ' 

‘ (lurker on the negative then the pointy smi 
the point It darker than the point ?fi‘ilfhe 

n I s i l . ‘> 

negative produced in this manner we i {not 
however, alone influence the light, up“ J p ' " 10G 
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mannenthat the sensitized gelatin exposed 
thereunder when expanded will be an exact 
plastic representation of the original, because 
the surface of the original reflects more or less 
light during the photographic exposure, ac 
cording to the angle in which the illuminat~ 
ing-rays rl'all thereon. In other words, the 
unevenness oi’ the original prod uccs a distri 
bution of light and shade which bears no’ pro 
portion ‘to the relief of the original. More 
over, the different colors of the original exer 
cise different actinic actions on the sensitized 
plate, so that those parts of the original which 
were less. strongly illuminated during the ex 
posure, owing to their color. may produce 
darker shades than other differently-colored‘ 
parts which were more strongly illuminated. 
The shades of the negative are therefore as» 
pendent on three factors: ' 

First. Owing- to the graduated illumination 
of the object the parts nearest to the camera 
are less strongly illuminated than the more 
removed parts, so that the latter possess 
greater actinic properties. The distribution 
of lights and shadows in the negative pro 
duced by this graduation of the illuminating 
light is alone useful for the purposes of my 
invention. ‘ 

Second. Any surface on which the light 
falls at a right angle will possess greater ac 
tinic power than any surface of the same size 
on which the light falls at an acute angle. 
The distribution of light and shade produced. 
by this factor is not in proportion to the re; 
lief of the original. ‘I ' 

Third. The various colors of the original 
exercise different actinic powers, which are 
also not in proportion to the'relicf of the 
original and must accordingly be neutralized. 
The distribution of shade in a negative for 

an in?nitely-small zone of the original may be 
represented by the curve '5 in Fig. 5, which 
may be easily calculated when, for the sake 
of clearness, it is assumed that at the particu 
lar zone the ‘original has the section shown at 
A‘. 'l‘heullumination of the original during,r 
the exposure of this negative is represented 
in Fig. 5 by the arrows. ‘l to 10, the parts far 
ther removed from the camera being more 
strongly illuminated than the loss removed 
parts. ' 

()n comparing" the curve 7.7 with the dotted 
line /, which latter represents the shape of 
the original at the zone in question, it will be 
seen that the distribution of light in this nega 
tive di?’ers very essentially from the shape of 
the model at the zone in question. 
‘When a second photograph of the model 

774, 

manner. Thedistribntion of light and shade- ‘ 
in this diapositive will he in inverse propor 
tion to that of the second negative and can 
therefore be graphically represented by the 
crossulincd side of the curve 1/1 in Fig. 6. 
As already mentioned, this diapositive, Fig. 
6, and the ?rst negative, Fig. 5, form the 
desired set of plates or the like. If new the 
constituents of this set are placed on eachv 
other, the lights and shades will be added to 
gether in the manner shown in Fig. 7. in 
this ?gure the distances n at each of the points 
indicated by dotted lines will always be equal 
to the sum of the distances 0 and 7). As, how 
ever, the distances 0 can be supposed to rep 
resent the shade intensities of the negative at 
the points in question and the distances 1) the 
shade intensities of the diapositive, the curve 
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(1 will represent the sum of the shade intensi~ ' 
ties of the superposed negative and positive. 
The curve 4] conforms exactly with the shape 
of the original at the zone in question. As a 
consequence sensitized gelatin of the kind 
usually employed for making reliefs exposed‘ 
under the set willbe so chemically affected 
that the mass when expanded will be an exact 
copy of the originalin relief. It is clear, 
therefore, that during the exposure of the 
sensitized gelatin under the superposed nega 
tive and. positive those factors in the latter 

.85 

95 
which were produced during the exposure of _ 
the negatives in the camera by the uneven 
ness and color of the original are neutralized.‘ 
The desired result can also be obtained when 
one of the two negatives is taken‘ in homo 
geneous-sthatis, in non-graduated—-light. in 
this case a set of plates is also obtained, which 
when superposed neutralizes the distributions 
of light and shade occasioned by the color and 
unevenness 01° the original, although in this 

‘ case the variations in the shade intensities 00 

is taken in‘oppositely-graduated light, as in—' . 
dicatcd by the ?gures 1 to 10 in Fig. 6, the dis- ‘ 
tribution ofnlight in this second negative for 
the same zone of the original as before can be 
represented by the curve 111/.‘ in Fig. 6. From 1 
one of the two neQatives~--t'or example, from ‘ 
the second 7' I now make a diapositivc in known 

casioncd by the relief of the original are not 
always augmented, in the previous case. 

instead of illuminating the original during 
the exposure in the camera with light gradu~ 
atcd across the whole width thereof, as done 
in the exposures represented in lh‘igs. 5 to 7, I 
may illuminate the original in sections. For 
this purpose the filter shown in Fig. 4 can be 
used. This threefold graduation 01° light at 
the zone/k is graphically represented in Fig. 
8, I’ if being‘ the light-?lters and the numerals 
1 5 1() representing the graduation of the light 
of the lamps l; effected by these ?lters. l 
then take a second photograph with oppo 
sitely—graduat<ul light-zones. As in the ?rst 
case,-l make adiapositive of one of the nega~ 
tires. ()n exposing sensitized gelatin under 
a set. consistingof such a diapositivc and nega 
tive the light will so act thereon that when . 
expanded it assumes the shape shown at 1’ in‘ 
Fig. 8. Every partr is naturally of annular 
‘form in plan, because the original during the 
exposure of the I'HZQELlZlVOS in the camera is 
illuminated from botlrsides with registering 
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